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Abstract 
This paper describes a tool that niiniics the desigti of the 
rettiote procediire call (RPC) system to siipport the biiilditig 
of replicated objects in a cliister of wwkstatiotis (COW). 
The tool includes an interface dejitiitioti latigiiage for de- 
scribing a replica groiip, a lawgunge preprocessor arid a 
rirtitinie libran systetti. The paper also presetits one emtn- 
ple atid discrisses sonie petfortirotice issires for replicated 
objects. 
1 Introduction 
Replication is the key to providing high availability, fault 
tolerance, and enhanced performance in a cluster of work- 
stations. However, building such a system remains as a dif- 
ficult and challenging task, mainly due to the difficulty of 
maintaining data consistency among replicas and the lack 
of easy and efficient tools supporting the development pro- 
cedure. 
Traditionally, the remote procedure call system helps 
building the clientlserver systems very well when the server 
is a single entity [ 2 ] .  However, when i t  comes to build 
a replicated server system, the RPC system does not pro- 
vide sufficient support. The reason is that the RPC system 
only provides point-to-point communications between the 
client and the server. Whereas in the replicated server sys- 
tem, the client has to communicate with a group of replicas, 
and replicas have to communicate with other replicas inten- 
sively upon each update request sent out from a client to 
guarantee the data consistency among replicas. 
There are lots of research projects working on the scope 
of deploying object-oriented methodologies in building reli- 
able distributed systems. They are: Arjuna [7], Esprit Delta- 
4 [6], Horus [8], GARF [ I ] ,  Electra [ 5 ] ,  FRIENDS [4], etc. 
However, most of these toolkits only provide library-level 
functions and protocols, therefore programming based on 
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these toolkits is still manual and programmers have to have 
intimate knowledge about the functions and protocols pro- 
vided by the toolkits. 
The purpose of this paper is then to develop a toolkit 
aimed at automating the developing procedure of repli- 
cation systems. The toolkit includes an interface defini- 
tion language for defining a replica group, a preprocessor 
that generates a set of modules for constructing client and 
replica programs, and a runtime system that supports the 
executions of client and replica programs. The implemen- 
tation is based on Java and fully object-oriented designs are 
enforced throughout the toolkit development. 
2 The Object-Based Execution Model 
Our replication scheme is named as the prinian-peer 
replication sclietne (PPRS) [ IO] ,  as depicted in Figure 1. 
The scheme is based on active replication [ 3 ] ,  but one 
replica is designated as the primary, others as peers. A 
primary-backup group is configured simply by directing all 
requests to the primary of the group and letting peer mem- 
bers (now backups) only receive propagations. 
From Figure I ,  we can extract two basic system compo- 
nents, namely client (Ci) and replica (&). To separate con- 
cerns, we use an execution model that mimics the RPC sys- 
tem where a client is supported by a client stub and a server 
is supported by a server stub. In our executional system, 
a client is supported by a client proxy and a replica (repli- 
cated server) is supported by a replica surrogate. In essence, 
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an executable replication system consists of three types of 
software entities: client, replica, and the group management 
server (GMS). Figure 2 depicts the relationship among these 
entities. These software entities are represented and imple- 
mented by objects. 
Figure 2. RICEIAUllOnMOdel 
3 The Constructing Tool 
In essence, the tool for constructing a replicated ser- 
vice system based on the active replication scheme and the 
object-based execution model includes three components: 
the replica group interface definition language (RGIDL), 
the RGIDL preprocessor and a runtime system. 
3.1 The RGIDL Language 
The RGIDL language is used to specify a replica group. 
The declaration about a replica group includes group name, 
group style, initial members (if there is any), update order- 
ing constraints, and a service interface embracing a set of 
operations exported to clients. Table 1 shows the RGIDL 
syntax in EBNF. 
RepllclDei ::I 'replica' Idcm ~ { '  Grouphi { Intsriavchi)+ '}' 
GIOUPhl 
GroupConhg .:= MembsLiil  NSRci Ropaplion 
MwnbsLlsl .:- 'Ute' ':' '{ ' [ I F N ~ ~ ~ L I s I I  '}' :' PorMum ':' 
NSRei ::I 'NS' I:' I F ' "  '" PortNum ':. 
Ropagauon ::= 'propagaimn' '" 'every' Numbs ['mk'] ':' 
PonNum ::- N u m k  
lnieriacehi ':- 'IICT~XC' Idem 'I' { o p e r a i m h i ) + ' } '  
opaai lonhr  ':= IOpWl [OrdaCanrwnll JavaMethodhliniiion ':' 
Opm .:- 'query‘ I 'updale' 
Grddonruuni ::= '10id' I "war I 'iwawl' 
Idc"lLl,i ::I {ldcnl ':}* Idem 
Iden1 ..= { a-nlA-Z}+{ 0-9 )  * 
Number .:= 
1PN- .:- jEz!l':}* Idcm 
':= 'group' ldcni ':. 'PB' I 'PP '{. GroupCanHg '}' 
IPNll lKLlSl  ::- {IFN";}. 1" 
Table 1 . n e  RGIDL ,plm i n  EBNF 
A replication system is defined by two parts, a group def- 
inition part and a service interface definition part. 
The group part. It describes a replica group, such as 
the Group name. the Group style (PP and PB), the 
MemberLis t, the host name and port number of the 
NS, the propagation frequency, etc. 
0 The service intelface parr. It defines a set of operations 
that the server exports to clients. 
3.2 The Preprocessor and Runtime System 
With a given RGIDL specification file, the preprocessor 
generates three sets of files: (1) the service interface file 
containing a set of Java methods (operations exported to 
clients); (2) client driver (client object) and client proxy files 
to form the client program; and (3) server driver (service im- 
plementation object) and server surrogate files to form the 
replica program. Figure 3 depicts this procedure. 
RGDL Files 
RGIDL Preprocessor 
Client Dnver Files File server D~~~~~ files 
Figure 3. nIhrprcpra.r,,ar 
The runtime system supports the execution of both client 
programs and replica programs. The runtime system helps 
achieving server distribution and replication transparency. 
The design principle for the runtime system is to layer ob- 
jects so that high layer objects are based on and supported 
by the lower layer objects. The runtime system is devel- 
oped on the basis of Java networking package and itself is 
a package consisting of a collection of objects: utility ob- 
jects, mini-protocol objects, root proxy and root surrogate. 
Figure 4 depicts the layers of the runtime object model. 
I Proxy and Surrogate Objects 1 
1 Mini-Protocol Obiects 1 
Utility Objects I I 
Java Vitual Machine 
Figure 4. lheruaumeob,camadel 
Utility objects manage basic resources, such as the 
replica group membership, message formats being trans- 
mitted among system entities (clients and replicas) to direct 
different actions, queues for buffering incoming and out- 
going messages, communication channels established be- 
tween clients and replicas, sites and port numbers on which 
replicas will be running, etc. 
Protocols used to handle data consistency are imple- 
mented as mini-protocol objects. This layer is built above 
the utility object layer. It contains three mini-protocols 
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at the moment: CrashAtomicity, StateTransfer 
and VoluntaryLeave. CrashAtomicity handles a 
replica crashing event, StateTransfer handles a new 
replica joining event, and VoluntaryLeave handles an 
event of a replica leaving voluntarily. 
The proxy object is an extended client side stub that han- 
dles communications with the NS and the replicated server 
group. The proxy object in the runtime library is the root 
proxy object and is supposed to be inherited by each indi- 
vidual client invoking a specific service. 
The surrogate object is an extended server side stub 
which not only handles the communications with clients but 
also keeps the NS updated with membership changes, and 
communicates with other surrogates to implement the repli- 
cation control protocol. The surrogate object in the runtime 
library is the root surrogate object to be inherited by all par- 
ticular replica surrogates. The root surrogate is designed by 
employing the following ideas: (1). Communications are 
based on reliable TCP/IP channels. (2). Multi-threading is 
used to improve the performance of the surrogate. Clients 
can make connections at any time, each client is handled 
by a separate thread which is spawned at the connection 
time to receive and reply the client requests. Communica- 
tions among replicas of the group are handled by a separate 
thread and a few other threads are established to handle con- 
current matters in the surrogate. (3). The surrogate object is 
a composite/aggregation of mini-protocol objects and utility 
objects. 
4 Anexample 
Suppose we need a simple host name service (HNS) that 
stores mappings between symbolic host names and their IP 
addresses of a IocaI domain. To be able to provide continu- 
ing HNS in the presence of a crash failure, we replicate the 
HNS to a primary-backup group. Without loss of generality, 
we assume one backup is employed. Assume the following 
operations are Drovided bv the HNS server: 
1. addHos t ( String’ Hos tName , String IPAd- 
dress) . An update operation which adds a new host to 
the local domain. updateHostName (String OldHost, String 
NewHost ) . An update operation that changes an old host 
name to a new one. deleteHost (String HostName) . Anupdateoper- 
ation that removes a host from the local domain. hostName (String IPAddress) . A query that re- 
turns the host name that has the IP address. IPAddress (String HostName) . A query that re- 
turns the IP address of the host. 
The RGIDL file HNS . id1 defines the group and the service 
interface: 
: e i ; l ~ c a  HNS ( 
BrOUF HNSgrOup PE i 
sites iScfur.cn d e a k i n  edu.au, 
gol1um.m deakin edu.au).l040 
GKE a 1 i c e . m  d e a k l n  edu.su.1050 
przpagatla”. I 
) 
interfaca HNS [ 
update public void addHost 
lstring HortName, String IPAddrsssl; 
updata public void UpdaC.HOstN- I 
String OldHost. String N.wHontl: 
update public void doleteHoat Istring HosCNam.1: 
query public String IPAddress (String HostNam.1: 
query public String IlostName (String IPAddressl: 
> 
1 
Figure 5. T ~ ~ R G I D L  R~~~~~~ 
The specification declares a primary-backup group 
named as HNSgroup. The primary will be running on ma- 
chine bofur . cm. deakin . edu . au, and the backup will 
be running on gollum. cm. deakin . edu . au, both are 
running at the same port number of 1040. The GMS server 
is running on alice . cm. deakin. edu . au at port 1050. 
The propagation frequency is every 1 request from the pri- 
mary to the backup. Figure 5 shows the procedure of using 
the preprocessor. The preprocessor generates a set of files 
according to the RGIDL definition file, HNS . idl: 
HNS . j ava - the service interface file. It defines the 
set of operations. 
publlc interface HNS [ 
public void addHost 
public void UpdateHosCName 
public void delefeHoSt(String HastNamel: 
public String IPAddress 1SLrrng HaStNameI i 
public Sfrlng hostNams(Str1ng IPAddresal. 
(String HoStName. String IPAddresal; 
(String OldHOst, String NewHOStI; 
) 
HNSproxy. java - the client proxy file. The file 
contains the HNS proxy object which is an extension 
to the root proxy in the runtime system and implements 
the HNS service interface: 
public fi.nal class HNSProxy extends 
PPRS.Proxy implements HNS { . . . }  
The HNSProxy first queries the GMS to get the ref- 
erence to a primary, then it makes the direct connec- 
tion to the primary. When the primary is down, HN- 
SProxy queries the GMS to get the backup’s refer- 
ence and switches to the backup. 
HNScli . java - the client driver file. The file 
contains the client object that instantiates HNSProxy 
and then invokes any operation provided by the HNS 
server. 
HNSsur . j ava - the server surrogate file. The file. 
contains the HNS surrogate which is an extension to 
the root surrogate of the runtime system: 
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public class HNSSurrogate extends 
PPRS.PBSurrogate { . . . }  
HNSseEjava - the server driver file. The file contains 
the implementation of the HNS interface and the server 
driver that instantiates and starts up the HNSSurro- 
gate. 
Two executable files mscli. class and 
HNSser . class are generated after the compilation. 
Both the primary and the backup use the same code frag- 
ments of service object and server surrogate but start the 
execution in different roles: java HNSser 0 denoting 
the primary and java HNSser 1 denoting the backup. 
When the primary and the backup have established the 
connection to each other and are ready to accept requests, 
clients can be started to send requests. 
usage: HNSser 011 //sc.%rc rho primrylbackup 
usage: HNScli //start Lhs c l i a n t  
5 Performance Evaluation 
5.1 Metrics 
The evaluation is based on two metrics: the average re- 
sponse time (ART) over requests, and the average system 
throughput (AST) which is the average number of requests 
that can be executed by the system. 
Assume we have an n-replica system: Rn, where R" = 
{ R I  . . . , R,} . To evaluate the overall ART of the replica- 
tion system, assuming the ART at each replica is ARTR,, 
where 1 5 i 5 n, then we define the overall ARTRn to 
be the average value of average response times achieved at 
each replica: 
To evaluate the overall AST, we assume that N requests 
are received by each replicas of the group. The replicated 
system starts from a global consistent state. By executing 
all n t N at all replicas, the replicated service system stops 
at another globally consistent state. Let ASTR; represent 
the AST at Ri; i t  is measured by the average number of 
requests executed at Ri to finish all n * N requests, then we 
can define the overall ASTR, to the minimum value among 
all ASTs achieved by each replica: 
A S T R ~  = min(ASTR,, . . . , ASTR,) 
That is, the overall system throughput is determined by 
the replica who is the last one to finish executing all n*N re- 
quests. However, these two metrics can be largely affected 
by many factors, including the following: 
Replication degree. This relates to the number of repli- 
cas employed in the system. The response time over 
queries can be greatly improved if more replicas are 
involved. However, the response time over update op- 
erations is complicated. The response time also de- 
pends on other factors, such as the update percentage 
rate and the strength level of ordering constraints be- 
ing placed on the set of update operations. One thing 
we can be sure is that, the more replicas involved, the 
more network communication traffic is generated. 
0 The number of clients connected to the replicated sys- 
tem. In general, the more clients connected to the sys- 
tem at the same time, the slower the response time is. 
However, if each client only sends requests in a very 
slow pace, i.e., the request arrival rate is very low, then 
the response time should not be significantly affected. 
e Update percentage. Service replication systems are 
very useful and efficient in an application environment 
where the percentage of update operations is low. If 
the percentage of updates is high, the performance of 
the replicated system can be worse than that of the non- 
replicated system. Thus, the higher update percentage 
rate is, the less efficient (both the response time and 
system throughput) the replicated system becomes. 
e Propagation frequency. If the propagation happens 
more often, then the size of the propagation message 
is tiny. The response time is affected by relatively tiny 
delays at short time intervals, and the delay is the re- 
sult of sending out the propagation message by the un- 
derlying communication primitive. When the propaga- 
tion happens less frequently, the propagation message 
grows large. The response time is affected by relatively 
large delays but at longer time intervals. 
Thus, the ART is determined by whoever becomes the 
prominent factor - the more frequent tiny delays or less 
frequent large delays. 
In this paper, we concentrate on the study of two metrics, 
the ART and the AST, with respect to propagation frequen- 
cies, but fixing the replication degree to four replicas and 
update percentage to 100%. 
Instead of calculating the ARTR" and ASTR", we cal- 
culate { ARTR, , . . . , ARTR, } and { ASTR, ;. . . l ASTR, } 
to show the detailed testing results on different machines. 
5.2 The System Setting 
In our experiments, we allocated four Sun Sparc stations 
for running four replicas. These four Sun stations have 
slightly different hardware configurations. Each replica is 
fully connected with other three replicas by TCP/IP reli- 
able streams. When a replica is first started, according to its 
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ranking (a pre-established order which is the order placed 
in the group membership list), it either awaits the connec- 
tions from peerreplicas or makes connections to peer repli- 
cas. After connections are created, all child threads of each 
replica are started. These threads compete for the CPU time. 
Sending propagations and receiving propagations are han- 
dled by using two separate child threads in parallel. 
We use a service application which is composed of eight 
different update operations, represented by index numbers 
from 0 through 7 inclusive. Each replica has a child thread 
simulating a client that issues requests one after another, 
in other words, after issuing a request, the client thread is 
blocked and awaits the reply from the replica (which is the 
main thread), after receiving the reply, it then issues another 
request. In the following experiments, each client thread 
sends a sequence of 100 requests, which is generated by a 
random function that produces well-balanced numbers (be- 
tween 0 and 7 inclusive) to simulate the sequence of opera- 
tions in the real environment. 
Thus we haven = 4, N = 100. The ART at each replica 
is evaluated by the average response time over 100 requests 
in millisecond. The AST is measured by the average num- 
ber of requests executed per second at each replica by fin- 
ishing 400 requests (100 requests are issued by its client, 
and 300 are propagated from peer replicas). 
Because we use a client thread within the replica to sim- 
ulate the client, if the average network delay of a round trip 
(sending a request and receiving the reply) for a request is 
6, then the real ART should be ART + b. 
All our experiments are carried out in an environment 
composed of Sun SPARC stations connected by a local 
1 OMbps Ethernet. The programming environment is under 
Java 1.2 and Sun Solaris 5.6. The most involved Java pack- 
ages are Java network ( j  ava . ne t )  and Java input/output 
( j  ava . io)  packages. 
5.3 The Effect of Propagation Frequency 
This experiment is to study how the propagation fre- 
quency affects the response time and the system perfor- 
Tho impact IO ASTs 
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mance. Propagation frequency affects a system where most 
of operations are commutative or causal. This is because if 
an operation is a total or total+causal operation, the prop- 
agation is triggered right away. In other words, total or 
total+causal operations break up the regularity of propaga- 
tions at the specified frequency. 
In this particular experiment, we assume that all eight 
operations are commutative operations so that the propaga- 
tions happen exactly at the frequency specified. We let the 
propagation frequency vary at: (1) every 1 request; ( 2 )  ev- 
ery 2 requests; (3) every 5 requests; (4) every 10 requests; 
( 5 )  every 20 requests; (6) every 50 requests. 
The test also employed asynchronous propagation 
method, which means a request is handled and replied to 
the client right away. In contrast, the synchronous propa- 
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gation requires a propagation to reach peer replicas before 
the request is handled and returned to client. Asynchronous 
propagation normally gives a quicker response time. 
Four Sun stations involved in this test are: “bufur”, 
“bifur”, “durin” and “elwing”. Since each of them has 
a slightly different hardware configuration from others, in 
turn each machine has shown a slightly different perfor- 
mance. 
Figure 6 shows the testing results of ARTs over 100 re- 
quests at varying propagation frequency rates on four ma- 
chines. From the figure, we can observe that at the fre- 
quency of every 5 and 10 requests, the ARTs are at the 
lowest level (the best). When propagation happens more 
frequently, i.e. less then every 5 requests, the ARTs tend to 
be higher. When the propagation happens less frequently, 
i.e. every more than 10 requests, the ARTs tend to grow 
slightly. This can be explained by the fact that the ART 
is determined by whoever becomes the prominent factor, 
either the more frequent tiny delays or less frequent large 
delays, as we discussed in the introduction section under 
propagatiunfrequency. 
Figure 7 shows what the ASTs are achieved on four ma- 
chines. At the frequency of every 5 and 10 requests, repli- 
cas have relatively high throughput rates. This matches the 
test results depicted by Figure 6, where the ARTs at the fre- 
quency of 5 or 10 are the lowest, in turn, highest throughput 
rates should be achieved there. 
In the implementation, delivering client requests and de- 
livering received propagations are handled by two separate 
child threads in parallel as well. Threads can be set to have 
a highnow priority. The experiment shown in Figure 6 is or- 
ganised by setting the thread of delivering client requests to 
have a higher priority than that of delivering received prop- 
agations. 
We also conducted an experiment by giving all threads 
an equal priority, the result is shown in Figure 8. The ARTs 
are affected by this setting quite significantly. Also we can 
observe that the lowest ARTs are shifted to frequencies at 
10 and 20. Figure 9 shows the comparison in ARTs of 
these two experiments on the same machine “durin”. The 
top curve represents the test result of assigning all threads 
an equal priority, whereas the bottom curve represents the 
test result of assigning the delivering-client-request thread 
a higher priority. The results demonstrate, by giving client 
requests a high priority, the ART is shortened quite dramat- 
ically. 
6 Remarks 
and a surrogate object to support a replica. The RGIDL 
language is proposed for defining a replicated server group 
and a set of remote operations. A preprocessor generates the 
relative proxy and surrogate objects to form the client and 
the replica side programs. The constructing tool allows the 
developer of a replicated service system to concentrate on 
the implementation of service programs and client interface 
programs while leaving the replication control protocol to 
be generated by the tool. This can shorten the development 
life-cycle and reduce the complexity significantly. 
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